There is increasing evidence that exposure to high magnetic fields of 4 T and above perturbs the vestibular system of rodents and humans. Performance in a swim test is a sensitive test of vestibular function. In order to determine the effect of magnet field exposure on swimming in mice, mice were exposed for 30 min within a 14.1 T superconducting magnet and then tested at different times after exposure in a 2-min swim test. As previously observed in open field tests, mice swam in tight counter-clockwise circles when tested immediately after magnet exposure. The counter-clockwise orientation persisted throughout the 2-min swim test. The tendency to circle was transient, because no significant circling was observed when mice were tested at 3 min or later after magnet exposure. However, mice did show a decrease in total distance swum when tested between 3 and 40 min after magnet exposure. The decrease in swimming distance was accompanied by a pronounced postural change involving a counter-clockwise twist of the pelvis and hindlimbs that was particularly severe in the first 15 s of the swim test. Finally, no persistent difference from sham-exposed mice was seen in the swimming of magnet-exposed mice when tested 60 min, 24 h, or 96 h after magnet exposure. This suggests that there is no long-lasting effect of magnet exposure on the ability of mice to orient or swim. The transient deficits in swimming and posture seen shortly after magnet exposure are consistent with an acute perturbation of the vestibular system by the high magnetic field.
Introduction
There is increasing evidence that static high magnetic fields of 4 tesla (T) and above interact with the vestibular system of rodents [1] and humans [2] [3] [4] [5] , although the mechanism of interaction is unknown. Following exposure to static magnetic fields of 7 T and above, rats walk in tight head-to-tail circles and have decreased levels of rearing [6, 7] . If magnetic field exposure is paired with a novel taste solution (e.g. a saccharin or glucose-saccharin solution), the rats acquire a conditioned taste aversion (CTA) [6, 8] . Multiple pairings produce a stronger CTA that extinguishes more slowly than singlepairing CTA [6, 9] . Magnet exposure also activates neurons in the visceral and vestibular relays of the brainstem, as revealed by c-Fos induction [10] . All of these effects are consistent with the consequences of vestibular stimulation or perturbation in rats. For example, whole-body rotation can mediate CTA [11] [12] [13] and induce brainstem c-Fos [14] ; unilateral labyrinthectomy causes locomotor circling and induces c-Fos in vestibular nuclei, especially during the period of vestibular compensation (e.g. [15] ). Furthermore, all of the effects of magnet exposure are abolished in rats after bilateral chemical labyrinthectomy, demonstrating that the peripheral vestibular apparatus of the inner ear is necessary for magnet-induced perturbation [16] .
The most obvious acute effect of magnetic field exposure is the induction of locomotor circling in rats and mice. Although not every animal circles after exposure to a high magnetic field, the greater the intensity of the magnet field (i.e. from 7 T to 17 T) the greater the average number of circles [6, 7] . Similarly, the longer the duration of exposure in a 14.1 T magnet at 5 min or above, the more circles are observed on average [6] .
Intriguingly, the direction of circling is dependent on the orientation of the rat within the magnetic field. Rats placed head-up in a 14.1 T superconducting magnet facing the positive pole of the magnet (B+) walk in counter-clockwise circles [6] . Rats placed headdown in the 14.1 T magnet facing the negative pole (B−) walk in clockwise circles [6] . The response depends on the relative orientation of the magnetic field, and not the fact that the rat is head-up or headdown. Thus, rats placed head-up in a resistive magnet with the field orientation reversed (i.e., so that the head is towards the negative pole) also walk in clockwise circles [7] . The reason for the asymmetrical effect of the magnetic field is unknown, but presumably it reflects an asymmetry of the rat's vestibular apparatus such that opposite forces are experienced during head-up vs. head-down exposure to the magnetic field.
We hypothesize that locomotor circling reflects either an acute perturbation of the vestibular system, or a compensatory response to sustained vestibular stimulation during the exposure period. (For 
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Physiology & Behavior j o u r n a l h o m e p a g e : w w w. e l s e v i e r. c o m / l o c a t e / p h b example, if the animal perceives a clockwise turning during magnet exposure, immediately after the exposure it might walk in a counterclockwise direction in an attempt to compensate, as in podokinetic after-rotation [17] ). It would be helpful to determine the intensity and duration of the magnet's effect on locomotor orientation. A rapid decay of the locomotor circling would indicate a transient effect on the animal's vestibular system, consistent with acute perturbation or short-term compensation. A more prolonged deficit would indicate a long-lasting effect of the high magnetic field, perhaps including permanent damage. In previous studies the circular walking induced by magnet exposure was only apparent for 2-3 min in an open field test chamber. The duration of the magnet's effect on locomotor orientation is difficult to assess in the open field, however. There is variability in the amount of locomotion produced by individual animals. Locomotion in general may be suppressed, which would mask a continuing effect on orientation; for example, magnet exposure suppresses rearing and drinking behaviors [18] . The effects of the magnet at later time points after exposure have also not been assessed.
To better quantify the effects of the magnetic field on orientation, we evaluated the swimming behavior of mice at various time points after exposure to a 14.1 T magnetic field. The path and distance traveled were determined by computerized tracking of the swimming mice. Because position of the mice was precisely determined, angular velocity could be calculated as a measure of the mouse's tendency to circle.
There are several advantages of a swimming test vs. an open field test chamber. Rodents are motivated to escape the water, e.g. by rapidly swimming in a straight line from the center to the edge of the pool. Thus all the subjects are likely to swim, and locomotion will be continuous throughout the swim test. The use of a swimming pool minimizes distractions, such as odors, that might be found in an open field test chamber. Importantly for vestibular studies, a swim test minimizes gravitational and surface cues that aid in orientation. Swimming is frequently used as a test of vestibular function, e.g. in animals with unilateral or bilateral labyrinthectomy [19, 20] , with mutations of the vestibular system [21, 22] , after exposure to low gravity environments [23] , or after vestibular stimulation by wholebody rotation [24] .
Materials and methods

Animals
Adult male C57BL/J mice (20-25 g; Jackson Laboratories, Bar Harbor, ME) were housed individually in polycarbonate cages (28 cm × 18 cm × 12 cm height) in a temperature-controlled colony room (22 ± 2°C, 30-40% humidity) at the US National High Magnetic Field Laboratory at The Florida State University. The mice were maintained on a 12 h light/dark cycle with lights-on at 7:00 A.M. All procedures were conducted during the light cycle. The mice had ad libitum access to Purina Rodent Chow and deionized-distilled water. All procedures were approved by the Florida State University animal care and use committee.
Magnet
Exposure to the high magnetic field was conducted in a superconducting magnet with a vertical bore designed for biochemical nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) studies. The 14.1 T magnet was a 600 MHz Bruker Cryo magnet with an 89 mm bore and fixed field strength of 14.1 T. It contained a shim magnet extending along the magnet bore for approximately ±15 cm from the magnet's core, which was used to stabilize the magnetic field and give a central core field of uniform strength. The magnetic field was oriented vertically so that the positive pole was at the top of the magnet. The magnet was operated without radiofrequency pulses, so rats were exposed only to static magnetic fields.
Magnet exposure and sham exposure
Prior to exposure to the magnetic field ("magnet exposure") or sham exposure, mice were restrained by placing them in a plastic tube made from a 50 ml conical centrifuge tube, with the head of the mouse positioned at the cone end [25] . A hole in the tip of the cone allowed for breathing. A plastic plug with a hole to allow for the tail of the mouse at the caudal end of the tube restrained the mouse from moving. Two or three restrained mice in these tubes were fitted into a plastic collar that was inserted vertically into the bore of the magnet and exposed to the 14.1 T magnetic field. Mice were inserted head-up into the bottom of the vertical bore of the magnet, then quickly raised through the magnet until the mice were in the core of the magnet. Mice remained in the 14.1 T magnetic field for 30 min.
To control for restraint and handling, additional mice were shamexposed. Sham-exposed mice were inserted into identical restraint tubes. Then, the sham-exposed mice were inserted vertically into an opaque polyvinyl-chloride pipe with dimensions and conditions similar to those of the bore of the 14.1 T magnet. The sham apparatus was located in the same room as the 14.1 T magnet, but placed outside the 5 G field line.
Test of swimming
At varying time points after magnet exposure or sham exposure, the swimming behavior of the mice was assessed. Individual mice were placed in the center of a circular swimming pool (1 m diameter and 30 cm depth) and allowed to swim for 2 min. Mice were videotaped from above with a digital camcorder (Sony DCR-TRV530) mounted above the swimming pool. After the swim test mice were returned to their home cage, which was positioned under a heat lamp until dry. All mice were tested only once.
For quantitative analysis, the videotapes of mice swimming were later digitized onto a Macintosh computer using the iMovie program (Apple, Inc.) at a rate of 30 frames/s. Each frame of the digitized video was 640 pixels wide by 480 pixels tall, giving a spatial resolution of 4 pixels/cm. A custom software program was used to determine automatically the position of the mouse every 1/3 s (i.e. in every tenth video frame). Thus, a total of 360 position points were collected for each 2-min test. From every successive pair of position points [x,y] i and [x,y] i + 1 the tracking program derived the distance traveled (cm) and the bearing between the two points. Angular velocity (degrees/s) was calculated as the change in bearing between two successive pairs of points (i.e. the angle defined by [x,y] i , [x,y] i + 1 , and [x,y] i + 2 ) divided by the elapsed time. The average number of circles was calculated from the cumulative angle traversed by the mice while swimming.
Statistical analysis
All data were analyzed using Kaleidagraph software (Synergy Software) as described below. When ANOVA revealed a significant difference, Tukey's HSD test was performed to determine significant differences between specific groups. Data are presented as mean±s.e.m.
2.6. Experiment 1: short-term effects of magnetic field exposure Mice (n = 42) were exposed within the bore of the 14.1 T magnet for 30 min. After exposure, one group of mice (at the 0 min time point) was immediately placed in the swimming pool for the 2-min test. The remaining magnet-exposed mice were returned to their home cages until they were removed and placed in the swimming pool for the 2-min test at 3, 6, 10, 20, 40 or 60 min after the end of the magnet exposure. Six mice were tested at each time point and individual mice were tested only once at one time point. In addition, a control group of mice (n = 6) were sham-exposed for 30 min, and then immediately tested in the swimming pool.
Experiment 2: long-term effects of magnetic field exposure
Mice (n = 12) were exposed to the 14.1 T magnetic field for 30-min, then returned to their home cages. Twenty-four hours or 96 h after magnet exposure (n = 6 at each time point), the mice were removed from their home cage and placed in the swimming pool for a 2-min swim test. In addition, control mice (n = 12) were sham-exposed for 30 min, returned to their home cages, and then tested in the swimming pool at 24 or 48 h after sham-exposure (n = 6 at each time point).
Results
3.1. Experiment 1: short-term effects of magnetic field exposure 3.1.1. Description of swimming Sham-exposed mice placed in the center of the swimming pool swam without difficulty and quickly oriented towards the side of the pool (see example trace in Fig. 1A) . Upon reaching the side, shamexposed mice followed it in either direction, with occasional forays towards the center of the pool. With the exception of occasional turns in either clockwise or counter-clockwise directions, the angular velocity of the sham-exposed mice was generally close to 0°/s (see example in Fig. 2A ). All sham-exposed mice swam for the full duration of the 2-min test.
The swimming of magnet-exposed mice was very different. When tested immediately after magnet exposure (0-min group), mice swam in tight, counter-clockwise circles with occasional intervals of straight swimming (see example trace of swimming in Fig. 1B and example trace of angular velocity in Fig. 2B ). An example video can be seen at http://www.magnet.neuro.fsu.edu/mouseswimtest.mov. Although mice swam in tight circles, we did not see any "corkscrewing" by the mice, i.e. very intense circling in place without any forward motion. Also, all mice were able to keep their heads above water and no diving into the water was observed.
When tested at later time points after exposure, magnet-exposed mice did not swim in circles. (Mice were observed to walk in counterclockwise circles, however, in their home cages during the interval after exposure). Instead, magnet-exposed mice placed in the swimming pool at 3-40 min after exposure did not swim immediately, but rather floated almost motionless for approximately 15 s (see example trace in Fig. 1C ). When floating, the mice showed a stereotyped posture with apparent rightward (counter-clockwise) flexion of the pelvis, with the right hindlimb extended out of the water (see photograph Fig. 3 ).
Mice tested 60 min after magnet exposure appeared to swim similar to sham-exposed mice, with no circling or floating.
Quantitation of angular velocity and distance
There was a significant effect of treatment on average angular velocity ( Fig. 4A and B) during the first 15 s (F(7,47) = 3.46, p b 0.01) as well as across the entire 2 min of the swim test (F(7,47) = 10.67, p b 0.0001). Parallel to the angular velocity of swimming, there was a significant effect of treatment on the average number of circles The sham-exposed mouse swam in straight lines or broad curves with only occasional circles. The mouse tested immediately after magnet exposure showed intense counter-clockwise circling during the first 15 s, and the swim path continued to be interrupted with bouts of tight circling. In contrast, the mouse placed in the swimming pool 10 min after magnet exposure was nearly motionless for the first 15 s in the water, and showed no circling when swimming for the remainder of the test. ( Fig. 4C ) that mice traversed during the first 15 s (F(7,47) = 3.11, p b 0.05) as well as across the entire 2 min of the swim test (F(7,47) = 10.67, p b 0.0001). In particular, sham-exposed mice swam, on average, with an angular velocity close to 0°/s (i.e. in straight lines), while mice tested immediately after magnet exposure (0 min) swam with an angular velocity of 90°/s in the counter-clockwise direction. As a result, magnet-exposed mice in the 0-min group circled on average more than 24 times during the 2-min swim test. The effect of magnet exposure on circling was transient, as mice tested 3-60 min after magnet exposure did not differ from sham-exposed mice in their direction of swimming.
There was a significant effect of treatment on cumulative distance traveled ( Fig. 4E and F) within the first 15 s (F(7,47) = 8.34, p b 0.0001) as well as across the entire 2 min of the swim test (F(7,47) = 4.8, p b 0.005). Mice tested 3-40 min after magnet exposure swam significantly less distance than sham-exposed mice during the first 15 s. When tested 60 min after magnet exposure, mice did not swim significantly less than sham-exposed mice.
Experiment 2: long-term effects of magnetic field exposure
Two-way ANOVA with treatment (sham vs. magnet exposure) and time (swim test at 24 h or 96 h after exposure) revealed a significant effect of treatment on distance that mice swam in the first 15 s, such that magnet-exposed mice swam further than sham-exposed mice at 96 h (Fig. 5A) . With the exception of this time point, however, no other significant differences were detected between sham-exposed mice and magnet-exposed mice in terms of distance traveled, angular velocity, or number of circles (Fig. 5B-D) . No qualitative difference was observed in the swimming behavior or posture of the magnetexposed mice in the long-term tests.
Discussion
Immediately after a 30-min exposure to a 14.1 T magnetic field, mice swam in tight counter-clockwise circles. The counter-clockwise orientation persisted throughout the 2-min swim test. The tendency to circle was transient, because no significant circling was observed when mice were tested at 3 min or later after magnet exposure. However, mice did show a decrease in total distance swum when tested between 3 and 40 min after magnet exposure. The decrease in swimming distance was accompanied by a pronounced postural change involving a counter-clockwise twist of the pelvis and hindlimbs that was particularly severe in the first 15 s of the swim test. Finally, no persistent difference from sham-exposed mice was seen in the swimming of magnet-exposed mice when tested 60 min, 24 h, or 96 h after magnet exposure. This suggests that there is no long-lasting effect of magnet exposure on the ability of mice to orient or swim.
Swimming is a sensitive test of vestibular function. In previous studies using an open field chamber, only a fraction of mice were observed to circle [25] . In contrast, all of the magnet-exposed mice tested in the swimming pool immediately after magnet exposure were observed to circle. Circling by mice in the swimming pool was more intense than circling by rats observed in the open field (e.g. 24 vs. 8 circles/2 min, respectively; [6] ).
Deficits in swimming, and swimming in circles in particular, is symptomatic of rodents with vestibular mutations, damage, or perturbation. For example, the circling rat mutant [21] , manganesedeficient rats [26] , unilateral labyrinthectomized guinea pigs [19] , and bilaterally labyrinthectomized voles [20] all tend to swim in circles or have problems maintaining correct orientation and posture in the water. The transient induction of circular swimming after magnet exposure is consistent with an acute perturbation, much as circular swimming is observed transiently after whole-body rotation of intact rats [24] . There was no evidence that mice had a gravitometric deficit, however, because none of the mice showed any difficulty keeping their head above water, and no "somersaulting" behavior was observed, e.g. as seen in mutant mice that lack otoconia which pitch forward headfirst into the water [22] .
At 3-40 min after magnet exposure, mice showed a pronounced alteration in their posture during the first 15 s of the swim test. While floating, the hindquarters of the mice were rotated counter-clockwise resulting in an extension of the right rear leg out of the water. This postural change was not observed in mice that swam in circles immediately after magnet exposure. It is possible that the change in posture was masked by the circular swimming, or it may be that the induction of circling and the alteration of posture occur independently with different time courses. We also cannot rule out fatigue as a contributor to the postural change, because even mice tested in the swimming pool at later time points were observed to walk in circles in their home cages. Because the vestibular system is intimately involved in the maintenance of posture, the postural change induced by magnet exposure is consistent with an interaction of the high magnetic field with the vestibular system. Interestingly, the postural change observed after magnet exposure is similar to the postural change seen in rats after hypogravity. When placed in water, rats reared in low-earth orbit from postnatal day 14 to postnatal day 30 showed a 60°rotation of their hindquarters around their rostral-caudal axis [23] .
The fact that we saw almost no difference in swimming between sham-and magnet-exposed mice when tested at 24 h and 96 h suggests that there is no long-term effect of magnet exposure. (Mice did swim faster in the first 15 s when tested 96-h after magnet exposure, so we cannot rule out a subtle cognitive or stress effect that would bolster performance in the swim test). A more sensitive assay to test more than simple swimming, e.g. the Morris water maze test of navigation and memory, might reveal other consequences of magnetic field exposure. It is also possible, of course, that a stronger long-term effect might be observed if mice were exposed for a longer duration, or if they were repeatedly exposed. Furthermore, we have observed long-term habituation in rats of the circling response and induction of conditioned taste aversion after repeated exposures to the 14.1 T magnetic field [27] . Rats were pre-exposed for 30 min within the magnet two times, and then after a third exposure they circled less in the open field test. The attenuated response was seen after pre-exposures at 24-h intervals, and even 36 days after the second pre-exposure. Thus, there appear to be long-term effects of high magnetic field exposure, although they may not manifest as deficits in orientation.
Our previous work points to the inner ear as the locus of high magnetic field transduction. Rats showed the highest response in terms of circling and CTA magnitude after magnetic field exposure encompassed the head [28] ; chemical labyrinthectomy abolishes all responses to the magnetic field [16] . The susceptibility of mice to the effects of high magnetic fields will allow the use of vestibular mutant strains to dissect the contribution of different elements of the inner ear. For example, epistatic circler mice have a defect in their lateral semicircular canal [29] , and there are several mutant lines that lack otoconia and hence have non-responsive otolith organs, such as headtilt and tilted-head mice [22] . Preliminary results indicate that head-tilt and tilted-head mice do not show increased locomotor circling and do not acquire CTA after magnetic field exposure. Thus, we hypothesize that high magnetic fields interact with the otoconia of normal rodents to cause vestibular perturbations. 
